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Report of:
Specialist Field :
On behalf of:

1 .0

INTRODUCTION AND INSTRUCTIONS

1 .1

I, Michael D J Wilkey, have practised as a Chartered Architect since 1974 . I am
presently in sole practice under the name Royce Butterfield & Wilkey, Chartered
Architects and construction advisors, Barbican City-ate, 1-3 Dufferin Street,
London ECIY 8NA . I am also a consultant with the Carl Fisher Partnership,
Chartered Architects . In these capacities I act as consultant and independent expert
with regard to disputes concerning the conduct and duties of Architects and also,
from time to time, act as arbitrator and adjudicator in these and similar matters .

1 .2

I am a Chartered Architect in private practice, and have experience of the
management of an architectural practice .

1 .3

I am instructed on behalf of the claimant, Gareth Pearce, an Architect . I am
instructed by Anthony Gold, Solicitors, of New London Bridge House, 25 London
Bridge Street, London SE 1 9TW .

1 .4

The case concerns an architectural project by the claimant during the course of his
architectural training at the Architectural Association, London . Between December
1985 and June 1986, the claimant prepared a design for a Docklands Town Hall,
("the Docklands plans") . The 2nd and 3rd defendants (whom I shall refer to as "the
defendants") prepared architectural drawings and models for the Kunsthal building
("the Kunsthal"), now constructed in Rotterdam . It is alleged that the defendants
copied the Docklands plans for the Kunsthal project . I have set out in section 2 .0 of
this report my understanding of the factual position in this case .

1 .5

1 was appointed by Anthony Gold, Solicitors on the 25` h January 2001 as an expert,
and instructed to give an opinion on allegations of copyright against the defendants .
I was provided with copy documents as set out in Appendix 2, and was asked to :
a) provide an opinion as to the similarities between the Docklands plans and
(i) those prepared for the Kunsthal, and (ii) the Kunsthal as built .
b) provide an opinion and report with regard to the claimant's claims against
the defendants as set out in the pleadings .

1 .6 My opinion is sought as to the issues of copyright, in graphical terms as well as
design, arising from the drawings and whether there is any copying between the
drawings prepared by Gareth Pearce and those of the defendants .
1 .7

I agreed so to act. I have identified the issues within my specialist field that arise in
this case and have undertaken a technical investigation of the documents provided
in order that I can provide a reasoned opinion on each issue .

1 .8

1 confirm that I have no conflict of interests or connection with any of the parties,
witnesses or advisors involved in this case .
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1 .9

MICHAEL D J WILKEY
Chartered Architect
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For the purpose of brevity the undermentioned have been abbreviated as follows :Gareth Pearce
Remment Lucas Koolhaas
Office of Metropolitan Architecture, London
Office of Metropolitan Architecture, Rotterdam
Kunsthal Building
Docklands plans
Not to scale
True to scale
Portfolio of transparencies prepared by Pearce
Re-Amended Statement of Claim
Re-Amended Particulars of Similarity
Amended Defence of 2nd & 3rd defendants
1st affidavit of R . Koolhaas sworn on 10 Feb 1997

Pearce
Koolhaas
London OMA
Rotterdam OMA
Kunsthal or (K)
Docklands or (D)
NTS
TTS
Portfolio
Statement of Claim
Particulars of Similarity
Defence
Koolhaas affidavit

1 .10

Appendix I contains details of my experience, qualifications and appointments .

Appendix 1

1 .11

Appendix 2 contains the lists of documents I have considered .

Appendix 2

1 .12

Appendix 3 contains an article from "Kunsthal Rotterdam/a+t ediciones" dated
May 1995 with text by Ineke Schwartz and Koolhaas/OMA .

Appendix 3

1 .13

Appendix 4 contains an authorised translation of an extract from the Dutch Building
Decree of 16' December 1991 dealing with requirements for ramps used for
disabled access to buildings .

Appendix 4

1 .14

Appendix 5 contains illustrations of the external view of the Docklands and
Kunsthal buildings as exhibited in the Claimant's 2"' affidavit at GP4 .

Appendix 5
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2 .0

FACTS

2 .1

I have prepared this report on the basis that the facts (which I have obtained from
the documents provided to me) are as set out below .

2 .2

Pearce completed the Docklands project in June 1986 at the Architectural
Association school of architecture as part of the curriculum for the final
examination . The drawings prepared by him are painted coloured linen sheet
drawings and layout plans, sections and elevations of the building produced in
ink on tracing paper . The plans are at a scale of 1 :250 . This scale was necessary
as a result of the size of the building and site, and any other larger scale would
not have been able to be drawn on a drawing board of a standard size . I have
inspected the originals of these and confirm them to be original documents (i .e .
not photocopies) .

2 .3

In addition, I am of the opinion that the Docklands project is original in the
creative design sense, in that such a design had been developed from an original
concept for a building on a particular site, and resulted in a form not, to my
knowledge, produced elsewhere . The original design has therefore been
generated by the author's own creative efforts, and bears his subjective choice of
architectural style . I have been advised by the claimant that there was a certain
testing of architectural principles in this design with regard to the style of
"modernism" .

2 .4

Alex Wall, a tutor at the AA at the time Pearce was undertaking his final year,
was employed by the London OMA / Koolhaas in 1986 . Koolhaas alleges that
Alex Wall only did freelance work for the London OMA, which I take to mean he
was not an employee of the practice the London OMA . Pearce was employed by
the London OMA for 6 weeks in the autumn of 1986 at the invitation of Mr .
Wall .

S of C . 20 .

2 .5

Koolhaas alleges he worked with London OMA between 1975 and 1980,
although collaboration existed with some competition work in 1981 and 1984,
which involved visits to the London OMA office by Koolhaas . Koolhaas alleges
the Rotterdam OMA office was created in 1979 and that the London OMA ceased
to exist after 1987 .

Def. 3

2 .6

I am advised that Pearce, during his employment at the London OMA, lent his
drawings of the completed Docklands project to Alex Wall for inspection or
viewing by another employee Mr Dirk Allen . Pearce's drawings were returned to
his possession after a weekend and Pearce noted that the detailed plans had been
physically detached from the originals .

S of C . 23 .

2 .7

It is alleged by Pearce that the defendants copied the plans of the Docklands
project at this time . This could have been undertaken by dyeline copying/paper
copying or overlaying the plans and physically drawing on an overlay . The
defendants deny any knowledge of any copying of the Docklands plans .

Def. 15

2 .8

The Statement of Claim alleges that the defendants produced designs in 1987 for
a building in Rotterdam to be known as the Kunsthal and which drawings were
produced in the Netherlands . This is admitted by Koolhaas and states that the
"First Designs" were submitted to Rotterdam in 1988, (specific date not
provided) . I am not certain as to which of the drawings disclosed and copied to
me are shown to be the "First Designs" and none have to date been confirmed .
It is stated that Koolhaas in preparing these first designs was assisted by
employees of the Rotterdam OMA practice .

S of C . 30 .
Def. 16(a)
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2 .9

Koolhaas alleges an initial design brief was produced at November 1986 . He
produces a drawing that indicates a rectangular area (highlighted) that implies this
was the site for the project and building for the Kunsthal .

Para.15 Koolhaas affidavit

2 .10

Koolhaas alleges that in or about October 1988, the "First Designs" were not
approved by Rotterdam, and that it commissioned "a new set of designs" to be
prepared pursuant to a new remit specifying "new functional and programmatic
requirements" for the Kunsthal . I am not certain as to which (if any) of the
drawings disclosed and copied to me are the "a new set of designs" . I have not
been provided with any documents identified as containing the "new remit" .

Def. 16(b)

2 .11

Koolhaas was responsible, as the principal architect, and assisted by Mr .
Fuminori Hoshino, for the "revised designs" produced as a result of the
commission to produce "a new set of designs" . Again, I am not certain as to
which (if any) of the drawings disclosed and copied to me are the "revised
designs" .

Def. 16(c),(d)

2 .12

Between November 1988 and February 1989 Mr . Fuminori Hoshino produced
numerous sketches, drafts, drawings and models for the Kunsthal . I am not
certain as to which of the drawings disclosed and copied to me are shown to be
these "sketches, drafts, drawings and models", other than those assumed to fall
in this category which I have set out in section 4 .0 of this report. Mr . Fuminori
Hoshino also prepared those drawings that were published in the AMC
publication in September 1989 . The TTS drawings as published in AMC have
not been either disclosed or identified .

Def. 16(e)

2 .13

The claimant alleges the Docklands plans were reproduced or copied for the
Kunsthal plans and the portfolio was prepared by Pearce (exhibit GP5 to his
affidavit of 3 April 1998) . The Particulars of Similarity set out the details of
those plans that show the extent of copying .

S of C . 31 .

2 .14

Koolhaas alleges neither he, nor his assistant, has ever seen the Docklands Plans
before these proceedings . Koolhaas also contends the portfolio contains
inaccuracies .

Def. 17a & b

2 .15

The claimant alleges the Kunsthal was built between 1990 and 1993 in
accordance with the defendants' plans and is a reproduction of the design for the
Docklands project .

S of C . 36 .

2 .16

The defendants admit that the Kunsthal was built in accordance with or
substantially in accordance with "the designs for the Kunsthal created by Mr
Hoshino under the guidance and supervision of [Koolhaas)" . I am not certain
as to which of the drawings disclosed and copied to me are shown to be the
"designs created by Mr Hoshino", other than those assumed to fall in this
category which I have set out in section 4 .0 of this report. The scope of this
admission is therefore difficult to assess . In addition, I have not been supplied
with a set of drawings representing the "as built" drawings . I am therefore, at the
time of preparing this report, unable to address this issue other than by
considering the similarities in the plans and drawings available to me and
identifying similarities from photographs of the completed building .

Def. 20

2 .17

The Consent Order dated 18` h December 2000 sets out the questions to be tried as
preliminary questions, which I set out below for ease of reference :
3(a) - whether copyright subsists in the Docklands plans
3(b) - if so, whether the claimant was the author,
3(c) - if yes to above a) & b), whether the Kunsthal plans infringe the
copyright of the Docklands plans .
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DESIGN PROCESS
1 refer to the bundle of sketches, notes and drawings produced by Pearce as
showing the design development of the Docklands scheme for his final year
project . These sketches are, in my opinion, a typical set of drawings that would
have been prepared in the development of the design for a site for which a brief
had not been produced in detail . The sketches/notes not only deal with the spatial
and structural analysis for the building itself, but also the development of the
brief for the building . This is a common situation in the final year projects for
architecture students . I set out below a few brief notes on the documents and my
understanding as to their relevance to the essential points in this case .

I have numbered the pages
from after the front cover .
2

3 .2

Consideration is given to the axes arising from the old pier, the River Thames and
the "billboard" idea appears to germinate at this point .

3 .3

Geometric patterns are developing from the several site features and constraints
surrounding the proposed area for the building .

7

3 .4

Brief development is considered in some detail .

9-14 .

3 .5

The development of the "axes" for the building .

14-31

3 .6

The "billboard" idea is re-generated .

34

3 .7

The site constraints, features, typographical conditions are considered .

36

3 .8

The building design is developed from here with consideration of the internal
uses :
External influences (other building) .
Volume / shapes .
Slab/tower.
Space planning .
Billboard .
Deck / ramp .
Triangle shape within scheme .
First Plan of building .
Use planning .
Tower development.

41
42
43
44
48
49
50
52
53
58

3 .9

This document illustrates the development of the design of a building that
identifies the controlling factors in influencing its design form, location, height,
size etc . This is an example of how form follows function in that the building
shape and location are generated by the influencing factors set out above . There
are different methods used by architects in designing buildings and the principle
of function dictating form is a common format used in the design of new
buildings . For example ; the entrance and main circulation route, the ramp, is
dictated by the external axis and the separation of the Court uses, the tower, from
the office areas ; the conference room/cinema is located in the main circulation of
the building ; and the public amenities are on the ground floor .

3 .10

I have seen no such explanation of the development of the design for the
Kunsthal, and I therefore set out my view based on the drawings and documents
related to the Kunsthal provided to me .
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3 .11

I have not been provided with copies of the defendants' architect's files,
architect's note books, contemporaneous notes and other relevant documents
which I would have expected to exist and which would have provided me with a
thorough understanding of the way in which the Kunsthal project developed in
the office of OMA, and how the project was managed within the office by
Koolhaas or other partners and staff . These documents would (or could have)
identified the design process and reasoning behind the production of the design
and drawings produced from the inception of the project though to completion in
1989-1990 . This would have provided me with a basis of an assessment similar
to that undertaken on the Docklands in this section 3 of the report .
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4 .0

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS -DEFENDANTS' DRAWINGS .

4 .1

I consider it necessary to identify the various and separate schemes produced for
the project and how each scheme developed . I have also noted any details
identified on the defendants' drawings which may be considered similar to the
Docklands scheme drawings .

4 .2

There are documents dating from January 1988 through to April 1988 relating to
the terms of the brief for the building consisting of proposed uses for the
building, costs and fees . There are notes on the proposed uses for the exhibition
hall .

1437 . Docs C 19-49, pages
24.32, 34, 36 . 38, 40, 42
and 45 are missing .

4 .3

There is a scheme produced at April 1988, noted as "Concept Plan", which is an
A3 size brochure of drawings at a scale of 1 :1000 and 1 :500 . There are 4
drawings in this bundle at a scale of 1 :500 . This scheme shows a square building
with a glazed atrium in the centre, and a long separate building on the south side
of the road . The drawing shows a 60 x 60 M building (doc320) and is shown in
axonometric view as a pedestal form, with an atrium type structure within the
square and on the west side a multi level tower . The two axes are shown
diagrammatically . There are no developmental sketches to show how this form
was arrived at in principle . The elements, which may be said to have been copied
from the Docklands, are the atrium square, pedestal form and multi level tower
feature and shape of the building .

1608 . Doc . C 315-332

4 .4

There is a scheme produced at September 1988 noted as "First design", which is
an A3 size brochure of drawings numbered V-01 to V-13 . The scale noted on
these drawings is as follows : V-01 at 1 :500, V-02 to V 10 & V012 at 1 :200, V-1 I
at 1 :400 and V-13 at 1 :100 . The shape of the building is similar to the Concept
Plan with a central atrium . The scheme retains the pedestal form and multi level
tower . I am unable to understand the contention made by Koolhaas in his
affidavit that the initial designs at December 1988 were produced at a scale of
1 :500 . Clearly, this was not the case as the drawings being prepared in October
1988 were at a scale of 1 :200 . An architect would not normally reduce in scale
having prepared drawings at 1 :200 .

1744 . Doc . C 55-78
Para 13 Koolhaas affidavit

4 .5

In October 1988 there were produced a further set of drawings numbered V-01 B
to V-12B (dated 7 October 1988), which were produced and drawn at a scale of
1 :200 . Reduced copy of drawing numbered V-013B is missing from this bundle .
These I shall describe as the "Second design" . These drawings appear to
reproduce a building similar to the First design, being a square building with an
internal atrium and tower . There is now added a ramp . The elements, which may
be said to have been copied from the Docklands, are again the atrium square,
pedestal form and multi level tower feature .

1744 . Doc . C 97-117

4 .6

The design brief (produced at doc 21) describes the town planning issues with
regard to the location of the planned Kunsthal, within the context of the city plan,
and identifies connecting routes through the urban spaces . This appears to be
dated November 1996 . The only detail that it provides with regard to the
building itself is the height of the hall at 8 .0 M and a "freely sited building" . In
November 1988 an 11 page brief was faxed to Koolhaas identifying a building of
4000m 2 of two storeys . I am unable to ascertain with certainty whether this brief
specifies "new functional and programmatic requirements", as alleged by the
Defendant . This document contains comments by the author on drawings, which
had been produced at that time, but it makes no reference to drawings numbers .
The author makes comments on requirements for layouts of offices etc . These
requests for alterations appear to be minor variations to the plans and not
"functional and programmatic" changes .

Pearce Doc 21
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4 .7

There is a set of drawings (butter paper) which I assume to be dated preDecember 1988 as they appear to be early development sketches of a later
scheme produced in December 1988 . I therefore assume they were produced
between October and December 1988 . These sketches were, in my language,
trying to make sense of the uses of the building related to the site / shape . The
notes are in English . The drawings show a square building being developed with
an off-set ramp on one axis and a road on another axis . The exhibition and
offices are divided by the ramp (docs . 276-277) that is similar to the
office/courtroom division in the Docklands scheme . I have not seen any
drawings showing how this scheme was developed . There is shown at doc 285286 a sketch of a triangle very similar to the Docklands plan .

1547 . C 275-292

4 .8

In December 1988 there were produced a further set of drawings in brochure
format which show a different scheme for the building to that produced earlier .
The building now incorporates an internal axis utilising a ramp and a two-storey
building without the internal atrium . This I shall describe as the "Third design" .
The front cover (doc 135) shows the two axes and use of a ramp . I am unable to
identify from these or the earlier documents in bundle 1547 any firm historical
development of the ideas shown in this set of drawings 135 - 147 . Doc 137
& 138 shows the use of the triangle and ramp combination very similar to the
Docklands scheme . Doc 139 is the site plan showing features similar to those in
the Docklands scheme such as the 4 columns in the exhibition hall, rows of
columns on the east side of the building, the location of stairs, and at doc . 140 the
use of the offset triangle as a ramp .

1744 . Doc . C 135-147 .

4 .9

There is a set of drawings (tracing paper) which I assume to be dated postDecember 1988 as they appear to be early development sketches of a later
scheme produced in January 1989 ("the Fourth design") . These describe
layouts, structure and roofs and appear to be developments of later drawings
dealing with these elements . This scheme is a further development of the
triangle/square/rectangle principle and four columns . There are no identified uses
of spaces shown in some of the drawings and they appear to be dealing with the
structural and space proposals . Doc 178 is noted at 1 :500 (although NTS on this
sheet) and shows a building grid and perimeter wall . The lines on this drawing
show a remarkable similarity to some lines on the Docklands Plans for example :
Grid A-E is the Rectangle dimension on the Docklands, Grid A-B is width of
Room 18 on the Docklands plan, Grid H-N matches the Docklands partition and
Grid A-D is the width of the Docklands triangle . Doc 188 shows the detail of the
triangle . Doc 194 shows the uses applied to the building spaces . Bundle Doc 148
shows the configuration of the new triangle/square/rectangle and location of stairs
etc . The building remains a slab/pedestal . Doc 151 shows uses for the building .
The similarities to the Docklands are by the use of a central access ramp, main
entrance to upper floor1/2 way up ramp and a row of internal columns on east
face .

1693 . Doc . C177-185
1605 . Doc . C 148-154

4 .10

There is a set of drawings (butter paper) A4 & A3 size, unnumbered and undated,
which are developmental plan layouts showing differing roof shapes and
configurations . These are, in probability, related to the various models produced
for this project by OMA . The notes are in English with area calculations . These
appear to relate to the drawings found in bundle 1605 above . Doc 160 shows a
ramp and an oval void that are similar to the Docklands scheme . I have received
no information as to the date and author of these drawings .

1692 . Doc . C 155-176

4 .11

There is a set of drawings (paper/tracing paper) which I estimate to be dated postDecember 1988 as they appear to be early development sketches of the Fourth
design (see paragraph 4 .13 below) . These drawings retain the 60M sq . building
size with the introduction of fixed rows of columns, oval scribbles and ramp/axis

1549 . Doc . C 209-221
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sketches . These drawings are considering the whole building with the use of
ramps and the materials to be used, and again trying to organise the uses of the
building related to the site / shape . The drawings make note of an "inventory of
problems" (doc 232) . Examples of the notes on the drawings indicating the
problems are : "How we made it?" ; "How it looks?" ; "Triangle zone" ; "How we
make entrance?" ; "How we create a temporary entrance" ; "What is function of
this space?" ; "How to make auditorium" ; "To separate Hall I & Hall II . What
shall we do?" . This certainly conflicts with the design process of form follows
function in that it appears from this set of drawings that the designer is wrestling
with the form . The drawings, in my opinion, are trying to make some sense from
the uses required to be included within the building to the shape/configuration of
the form . This is the first scheme which incorporates the "triangle"/ ramp (doc
226) .
4 .12

These drawings (paper/tracing paper) are considering the structural issues for the
scheme, the development of an off-set access ramp and at 226 the triangle
appears . Doc 228 shows the central access and doc 230 the auditorium which is
now located in the rectangle .

1549 . Doc . C 222-231

4 .13

There is a set of drawings A3 size brochure, of what I shall refer to as the
"Fourth design" but which is undated . The document C234 is dated 20
November 1989, and I assume this to be out of order . At doc 247 is the
development of the ramp and the internal columns that appear without cause or
explanation . Doc 248 is the triangle zone inserted without explanation . At doc
249-250 & 262 the offset ramp is inserted . At doc 259 the triangle is a balcony .
These drawings generally show how the use of the spaces were being developed
and inserted into the planned structure and implies that the various features of the
rectangle /triangle /square /ramp have been adopted without reason . This opinion
appears to be supported by the note at 269 that "this is what we have" . This, in
my opinion, is not a logical method for design development .

1549 . Doc . C 232-234

4 .14

These are sketches dealing with details of elements within the structure of the
building such as windows . use of materials etc . The notes are in English .

1549 . Doc . C 242-274

4 .15

There is a set of drawings which are dated 14 December 1988 A3 size brochure
with Japanese writing . The sketches at 1549 above appear to have developed into
these line drawings with the triangle/square/rectangle features and 4 columns .
These are sketches of the building at each level with layout plans and sections .
This is the finalisation of the sketches referred to above into the Fourth design,

1606 . Doc . C 293-305

4 .16

There is a set of drawings (paper brochure) A3 that are dated 25 January 1989
and are produced by Rotterdam OMA . These drawings are a formalisation of the
1606 bundle above with a landscaping scheme and internal spaces defined .
These drawings are numbered V-01 to V-06, drawn at a scale of 1 :200 (reduced
to A3, and therefore NTS) . Reduced copies of drawings numbered V-07 to V013 are missing from this bundle . These are the set of the defendants' drawings
that are most similar to the Docklands plans . It should be noted that the many
sketch proposals for the triangular ramp have not survived . The stairs and lift
cores are now fixed to a location in the plan .

1608 . Doc. C 306-314 .

4 .17

There is a letter, dated 25 February 1989, producing a brief for the building based
on the drawings submitted by OMA dated 25 January 1989, which I assume to be
the drawings included in bundle 1608 above . Koolhaas alleges the December
1988 initial design was the same as the February 1989 scheme . I disagree with
Koolhaas' statement in that the drawings at February 1989 indicate a different
building in terms of its detail features to that shown in December 1988 .

1436 .
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4 .18

There is a set of drawings, dated 25 February 1989, numbered VO1A-VO13A
which I am advised were obtained from the Rotterdam Planning Department by
Pearce . Twin towers are indicated on this scheme although I understand this was
constructed as a single slab tower . These drawings show a further development
of the Fourth design, which I shall refer to as the "twin tower scheme" .

Claimant Doc . 24

4 .19

There are also revised drawings dated 25 February 1989 numbered V-02B, 0406B, and 08-12B drawn at a scale of 1 :200, again of the "twin tower scheme" .
Drawings numbered V-03B, 07B & 013B are missing from this bundle . The
suffix letter and date used on these drawings are not correct, as the drawings at
October 88 are the revised "B" series . These drawings appear to be early
versions of the BO 1, 04, 05 series drawings although the columns are in different
positions .

Doc . C 337-349 .

4 .20

These are a set of drawings reproduced at a scale of 1 :250 scale, which appear to
be a reproduction of the planning drawings at a different scale . I have received
no explanation as to why these were produced .

1436 . Doc . C 417-420 &
394-409 .

4 .21

There are amended drawings dated 7 July 1989 numbered V-03C, 07C & 13D
drawn at a scale of 1 :200 that again is the "twin tower scheme" . Reduced copies
of drawings numbered V-O 1C, -02C, -04C to 06C & -08C to -12C are missing
from this bundle .

1608 . Doc . C 337-349 .

4 .22

Koolhaas alleges the Kunsthal designs were published in September 1989 in the
AMC Journal . I am not certain as to which of the drawings disclosed and copied
to me are shown to be the AMC published drawings, and I have not been
provided with TTS copies of such drawings .

Claimant Doc . 28

4 .23

The extract of the article in the AMC magazine No . 4, dated September 1989
identifies 4 drawings published . I have not been provided with TTS copies of
those drawings . However, they appear to be similar to the V-series drawings
discussed in paragraph 4 .16 above, which were drawn at a scale of 1 :200, then
reduced to A3 size :
Article plan (p32) assumed to be full size of V-03 dated 25/1/89, doc . 1608/3 10
Article plan p32) assumed to be full size of V-04 dated 25/1/89, doc . 1608/311
Article plan (p33) assumed to be full size of V-O5 dated 25/1/89, doc . 1608/312
Article plan (p33) assumed to be full size of V-06 dated 25/1/89, doc . 1608/314
The plans and sections published identify this as the "twin tower scheme",
although the illustrations show a single tower billboard design . This is a
surprising error in the published work of a professional architect .

Claimant Doc . 28

4 .24

There is a set of drawings (paper brochure) A3 that are dated 20 November 1989
which is again of the "Fourth design" with sketches and plan arrangements
annotated in English . These drawings carry out an investigation into the structure
of the building and the use of the materials to be used in various locations : for
example, the position and relationship of structural elements, the position of
windows, the use of translucent sheeting, internal circulation and access to
various rooms within the building . Such an investigation at this stage in the
design (namely after publication and submission of planning drawings) is
unusual . It indicates, in my view, the continuing problems the defendants had in
rationalising issues of detail in the Kunsthal design to achieve a cohesive and
high quality environment, an internal circulation that was logical, and a visual
consistency through the building as a whole . They did not in my view wholly
succeed in doing so : see paragraph 4 .33 below .

1549 . Doc . C234

4 .25

An axonometric view of the building, undated, shows a yet further development
of the Fourth design (which I shall call the "single tower scheme") . This seems
to have developed between September 1989 and April 1990 . As mentioned, the

C .375
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drawings published in AMC are not consistent with this single tower scheme, in
that the towers are different and internal details vary .
4 .26

Drawings BO I, B04 & B05 were produced on the 19 April 1990 . These are the
beginning of the development of the working drawings for the project and are to
a scale of 1 :100 & 1 :200 . This scheme indicates the "single tower scheme" .
Copies of drawings numbered B02, B03, B06 and any subsequent numbers in this
series of drawings are missing from this bundle .

4 .27

Drawings BO I, B04 & B05 were amended on 21 May 1990 .

4 .28

Drawings B04 was further amended on 27 September 1990 and 14 December
1990 . Other drawings of what appears to be the "as built" scheme are shown at
bundles . Copies of drawings numbered B01-B06 and any subsequent numbers in
this series of drawings are missing from bundle C392-393 at 1 :250 scale .

C
C
C
C
C

4 .29

An A3 set of these drawings (NTS) are as follows (all unnumbered) :
Plan Dyke level .
(Doc 384)
Plan Park Level.
(Doc 390)
Plan Upper Level .
(Doc 389)
Plan Roof level .
(Doc 388)
Section A
(Doc 385)
B
(Doc 385)
C
(Doc 386)
D
(Doc 386)
45 ° projection
(Doc 387)
Site Plan .
(Doc 391)

Doc . 384 - 391 .

4 .30

Magazine article for completed Kunsthal, May 1995 .
This reproduces at
Page 8 (plan B/01),
Page 6 (Doc . 387)
Page 12 (plan B04 & B05, doc . 388, 389 .)
Page 18 (Drwg . Doc . 385, Section A & B)
Page 18 (Drwg . Doc . 386, Section D) .

Appendix 3 .

4 .31

Having inspected the above drawings I consider that it seems, from the
chronology of the events and development of the Kunsthal plans, that there
developed at the stage of the Second design the primary elements from the
Docklands plans, namely the square, rectangle and triangle . This is evident from
the sketch drawings in the bundle 1547 . There then developed within the overall
concept of the plan the various secondary elements of copying which are
identified in the next section of this report . The principal architectural uses of the
building are contained, in the Kunsthal plans, within the square, rectangle and
triangle elements, which confirms the principle of the copying of this idea from
the Docklands . The remainder of the "square" of the Kunsthal contains the
roadway and secondary uses of the building . These secondary uses, for example,
are the staff accommodation, offices storage, bookstore etc . which are located
over or beyond the roadway but within the 60 sq . M building .

4 .32

I am of the view that the similarities of detail, as set out in the next section of this
report, are evident at the stage of the Fourth design when minor dimensions
from the Docklands are utilised in the Kunsthal design .

4 .33

In the final design of the Kunsthal as built (as shown by the Article dated May
1995), I consider that there are various nonsensical elements which I identify as
follows :
Circulation within the building
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In order to enter the exhibition hall the public have to ascend the ramp ''/z way up
via a lobby, enter the auditorium and circulate around the core to thereafter enter
the hall . This is a curious route for such a major element within the building .
Auditorium
The length of the auditorium is excessive for its use and number of seats .
The upper ends of the auditorium are too far away from the stage area .
Absence of functional role : ramp and other elements
The ramp to the roof leads to nowhere . There is a balcony on the side of the
building but with a view only of the road . The lift, which originally went up to
this level was omitted in the as built scheme .
Triangular design element
There is no 3 dimensional triangular space developed by the designer within the
central core of the building, although this is a major element on plan .
The above elements indicate that significant parts of the Kunsthal building are
unrelated to its use and the circulation of the public within it . As design elements
they are difficult to justify . They also make it difficult to analyse or establish the
design principles followed in the development and creation of the Kunsthal .
4 .34

These elements of the design which do not seem to make sense in architectural
and space planning terms would, in my opinion, make it more likely that copying
of the Docklands elements had occurred in the development of the design and
plans . This opinion is supported by the documents that indicate that the uses
proposed for the building were being "made to fit" . (paras . 4 .11 and 4 .13 above)
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DESIGN -GRAPHICAL COPYING .

5 .1

I set out below my opinion on the Particulars of Similarity using the numbering
of that document (shown in bold) .

5 .2

The exercise adopted by Pearce to produce the Portfolio is a reasonable approach
in trying to identify elements of structure/design that have a similarity between
two sets of plans, sections and elevations . The dimension I have taken from the
plans are at a scale measurement of 1 :250, even though the relevant defendants'
plans are at a scale of 1 :200 . This is based on the premise that the graphical
copying is alleged to be a direct copy of the elements within the Docklands at a
scale of 1 :250 .

5 .3

The Portfolio is produced in the format of A-A to R-R inclusive with the
Kunsthal building produced as an overlay over the Docklands drawing . I set out
below my opinion on that document (shown in bold) .

5 .4

Where it appears there is a similarity between the two documents I have
identified this accordingly .

5 .5

1 am advised that the Portfolio was produced from the original Docklands
drawings and the building as drawn and exhibited in the article in AMC on 4
September 1989 . This is reproduced at P763/1 Annex A Doc 28 . I have not been
provided with TTS copies of the AMC published drawings . I am therefore
unable to confirm whether the enlarged AMC drawings are accurate
reproductions of the TTS drawings that were presumably supplied to AMC
magazine . It is, however, within my experience to say that the scale bar
published in the magazine article could be used as a basis for enlarging the
published drawings, and giving a reasonable reliance on the scaling up as
required using the scale bar as a datum . In the absence of the TTS drawings, I
make the following assumptions .

P763/1 Annex A Doc 28 .

5 .6

The plan drawings on page 32 of the article I have assessed as being originated
from drawing No V-03 and V-04 dated 25 January 1989, and reproduced NTS at
doc . 310 and 311 . Scale drawings of these documents have not been produced
for inspection .

OMA 1608 . doc .310 &
311 .

5 .7

The plan drawings on page 33 of the article I have assessed as being originated
from drawing No V-05 and V-06 dated 25 January 1989, and reproduced NTS at
doc . 312 and 314 . Scale drawings of these documents have not been produced
for inspection .

OMA 1608 . doc .310 &
311 .

5 .8

In order to make an interim assessment of the issues of graphic copying and
validity of the Portfolio produced previously by the Claimant I have made a
comparison between the Docklands Plans which are to scale and the `V-O1AV 13A' series of the Kunsthal planning drawings being the only scale drawings
which are close to the published scheme (from which the Portfolio was
produced) . I consider that the dimensions on the two plans (and provided as
acetates in the Portfolio) are, within acceptable tolerances for copying, the same,
and that for the purpose of this report they are the same drawing .
I set out, for example a selection of dimensions taken from the drawings :
A-A (K) 45 .5M V-03A
45 .5M .
A-A (D) 46 .5
Deck level
46 .OM .
B-B (K) 18 .7
V-05A
18 .3M
B-B (D) 18 .0
Decklevel
17 .7M
C-C (K) 16 .2
V-03A
16 .OM
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15 .9M

5 .9

The following opinion is based on the drawings that have been provided to me to
date .

5 .10

Particular of Similarity 1 a) - Pedestal & slab .
This is clearly shown in the AMC article 1989 for the Kunsthal scheme and
Pearce axonometric . (doc . JKM 9 and others) . There are general overall
similarities between the two schemes that are unmistakable . This is, in my
opinion, an original statement in respect of a particular project although it is not
per se an original idea . The use of the pedestal and slab on a similar unlevel site
with two axes at the same angle shows there to be an element of copying on this
principle . I agree with Koolhaas in that the Kunsthal is a 60 x 60 m building .
The Docklands is 45 .3 x 80 .5 M . However, I am of the opinion that the plan
shape of a building does not relate to the design issue of the use of a pedestal/slab
form for a building .

Doc 28 .
JKM 9 .

5 .11

Particular of Similarity 1 b) - 2 axes, ramp & river/ramp service road .
This is illustrated in the many drawings and although not a direct element of
copying, these elements were part of the Koolhaas design and inserted as a
matching set of axes to that shown in the Docklands . It is a common feature
between the two designs for the respective buildings .

5 .12

Portfolio A-A - Primary Plan element - square . Deck level (D) . Nivo +1 (K) .
The Docklands square is exactly the same as the Kunsthal square in its
relationship to the other parts of the building in that it is located one end and
forms the external walls on 3 sides . The Docklands square is delineated by a
partition line on its internal side and there are internal partitions and 4 columns
within its perimeter. The Kunsthal square has 4 columns within its perimeter .

5 .13

Particular of Similarity 2,4,5,6,7 - Rectangle, square, and triangle .
I am of the opinion that, although the separate geometrical shapes are of common
usage, when used in a particular combination and size, makes that particular
arrangement an original feature in a design .

5 .14

Using level I of Docklands and AMC drwg ref : 311, 1 have measured the
drawings and the square on Docklands is 46 .0 x 45 .3 M and on Kunsthal is 45 .3 x
46 .5, measuring at 1 :250 scale on the drawings VO4A .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .15

Portfolio B-B - Primary Plan element - rectangle . Deck level (D) . Nivo +1 (K) .
The Docklands square is exactly the same as the Kunsthal square in its
relationship to the other parts of the building in that it is located one end, forms
the external walls on 3 sides . The length of the rectangle is the same as the
square in both buildings . Although both rectangles are at one end of the building,
the overall building size differs due to a middle section of different width .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .

5 .16

Using level 1 of Docklands and AMC drwg . Ref 311, I have measured the
drawings and the rectangle on Docklands is 17 .5 x 45 .3, and on V04 is 18 .1 x
46 .5 .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .17

Portfolio C-C Primary Plan element - Triangle . Deck level (D) . Nivo +1 (K) .
The two triangles are similar in both geometric shape (right angle triangle) and
size, although are mirrored on the plans . The height of the triangle is the same
and both are located between the square and rectangle . The base of the right angle
triangle in the Kunsthal is along the square internal side . The base of the right
angle triangle in the Docklands is along the rectangle internal side .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .
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5 .18

Using level 1 of Docklands and AMC drwg . Ref 311, I have measured the
drawings and the triangle height and length on Docklands is 16 .3 x 54 .7, and on
V- 04 is 16 .1 x 57 .1 .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .19

Portfolio D-D Primary Plan element - Square . Deck level (D) . Nivo +0 (K) .
The length and width of the ground floor plan of the buildings are equal in each
building . The Kunsthal plan is originated from the external wall elements on 3
sides and is delineated on its 4` h side by the external perimeter of the building
under which is the service road at a lower level . The square follows the structural
line of the building above .

Doc JKM5 .
V03 .

5 .20

Particular of Similarity 3 - Wall faced in stone .
The use of a stone-faced wall in any development cannot be taken to be an
original element of design and is a commonly used material in buildings of all
types . However, there is an element of graphical copying as illustrated by the
position of this element in relation to the entrance and elevational treatment .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .21

Particular of Similarity 8 - Width at top of ramp at Docklands entrance .
(Portfolio G-G)
Docklands 8 .3 M .
Kunsthal 8 .3 M
The width of an entrance ramp cannot be termed an original feature and is usually
determined by the likely pedestrian usage of the building ; however, this is a
similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .22

Portfolio E-E Primary Plan element - Balcony . Deck level (D) . Nivo +1 (K) .
The Docklands balcony is exactly the same in depth as the Kunsthal and in its
relationship to the other parts of the building in that it is located at the same face
of the square (A-A), its internal end is at the same dimension from the end wall .
It is dissimilar in that the balcony is not the same length and the Kunsthal balcony
is within the square whilst the Docklands is external to the square ; however, this
is a similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .

5 .23

Particular of Similarity 9 - Width of balcony (Portfolio E-E) .
I cannot measure this, as it is not shown on the scale drawing VO4A .
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . Although this particular is not shown on a
scale drawing with the documents, it is shown on the NTS drawing at doc . 311 . I
disagree in that it is related to an element of the building and its position within
the whole .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .24

Particular of Similarity 10 - Length of balcony (Portfolio E-E) .
I cannot measure this, as it is not shown on my scale drwg VO4A .
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . Although this particular is not shown on a
scale drawing with the documents, it is shown on the NTS drawing at doc . 311 . I
disagree in that it is related to an element of the building and its position within
the whole .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .25

Portfolio F-F Primary Plan element - Balcony/stairs . Deck level (D) . Nivo +1
(K) .

Doc JKM6 .
VO4 .

The Docklands balcony is exactly the same in length and depth as the Kunsthal
stairs and in its relationship to the other parts of the building in that it is located at
the same position and same face of the square (A-A) . Both are external to the
square .
5 .26

Particular of Similarity 11- Small balcony size . (Portfolio F-F) .
Small balcony on Docklands is 1 .7 x 7 .6 M .
R/h of stairs on Kunsthal is 1 .4 x 7 .6M .
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Koolhaas alleges unrelated features : balcony to stairs . I agree that the width of
steps and balcony are unrelated elements ; however, this is a similarity of
dimension .
5 .27

Particular of Similarity 12 - Width Room 27
Docklands 5 .0 M .
Width steps Kunsthal 5 .05M .
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features : room to stairs . I agree these are unrelated
elements in a building ; however, this is a similarity of dimension, and is in the
same relative position on both plans .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311
VO4A

5 .28

Particular of Similarity 13 - Width Room 27 & 28 (Portfolio F-F)
Docklands 8 .4M .
L/h/s stairs 8 .4M
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree these are unrelated elements in a
building ; however, this is a similarity of dimension, and is in the same relative
position on both plans .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311
VO4A

5 .29

Particular of Similarity 14 - Front central thoroughfare to entrance .
Docklands 23 .6 M .
Kunsthal 23 .8M
Koolhaas alleges entrance is function of building ; I agree ; however, this is a
similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM6 . RLK5 .
1608/311
VO4A

5 .30

Particular of Similarity 15 - Door width .
Docklands 2 .3 M .
Kunsthal 2 .3M
Koolhaas alleges width related to visitor flow and there is no thoroughfare in
Docklands . I agree ; however, this is a similarity of dimension, and is in the same
relative position on both plans .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .31

Particular of Similarity 16 - Width ramp
Docklands 3 .OM
Kunsthal 3 .OM .
This is a similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM6 . RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .32

Particular of Similarity 17 - Witness stands/Apron
Docklands 4 .5 M .
Kunsthal 4 .5M
This is a similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .33

Particular of Similarity 18 - Width ramp/stairs core width .
Docklands 3 .0 M .
Kunsthal 3 .0 M
This is a similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .34

Portfolio J-J Secondary Plan Element - Staircase/lift core . Deck level (D) .
Nivo +1 (K) .
The lengths of the lift core in both schemes are the same and which is the base of
the billboard tower above . The internal divisions are dissimilar and there is no
defined use in the Kunsthal plan .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .

5 .35

Particular of Similarity 19 - Length of central core plus rooms 5 & 7 .
(Portfolio J-J) .
Docklands 16 .OM
Kunsthal 16 .0M
Koolhaas alleges looking for dimension to match regardless of feature . This
element or combination of elements relates to the size of the billboard tower

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311
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constructed ; however, this is a similarity of dimension .
5 .36

Portfolio K-K Secondary Plan Element - Staircase/lift core . Deck level (D) .
Nivo +1 (K) .
As 5 .34 above .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .

5 .37

Particular of Similarity 20 - Length service core . (Portfolio K-K) .
Docklands 9 .1 M
Kunsthal (not able to measure) .
Koolhaas alleges looking for dimension to match regardless of feature ; however
this is a similarity of dimension (from Portfolio) .

Doc JKM6. RLK6 .
1608/310
V03 not same as V03A .

5 .38

Particular of Similarity 21 .
This similarity is no longer relied upon .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .39

Particular of Similarity 22 - Width reception desk .
This similarity is no longer relied upon .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .40

Particular of Similarity 23 - Length of blind wall .
Docklands 10 .4M
Kunsthal 10 .4 M
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .41

Particular of Similarity 24 - Length of Courtrooms
Docklands 23 .7 M .
Kunsthal 24 .6 M
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension, and is in the same relative position on both plans .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .42

Portfolio G-G Secondary Plan Element - Partition position . Deck level (D) .
Nivo +1 (K) .
The width of the partition in the Docklands is the same as the width of the
Auditorium Seating in the Kunsthal within the rectangle (B-B), although the two
are mirrored on plan .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .

5 .43

Portfolio H-H Secondary Plan Element - Courtroom/Partition position . Deck
level (D) . Nivo +1 (K) .
As above : same issues .

Ditto
Doc JKM6 .
VO4 .

5 .44

Particular of Similarity I-I Secondary Plan Element - Auditorium
Seating/Partition position . Deck level (D) . Nivo +1 (K) .
This similarity is no longer relied upon .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .

5 .45

Particular of Similarity 25 - Length of outside courtrooms/seating area .
(Portfolio G-G, H-H,1-I) .
Docklands 7 .6 x 22 .7
Kunsthal 7 .6 x 22 .4
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension, and is in the same relative position on both plans .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .46

Particular of Similarity 26 - Width bottom ramp/narrow space
Docklands 2 .8 M .
Kunsthal 2 .8 M
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension

Doc JKM6. RLK5 .
1608/311
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5 .47

Portfolio L-L Secondary Plan Element - Room width position . Deck level (D) .
Nivo +1 (K) .
Although located in different parts of the building the room width (and length) is
nearly the same . The rooms/spaces are located on the same part of the Square
(A-A) although mirrored in position .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .

5 .48

Particular of Similarity 27 - Depth room 19/depth of lobby . (Portfolio L-L) .
Docklands 2 .2
Kunsthal 2 .2
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

Doc JKM6 . RLK6 .
1608/311
VO4A .

5 .49

Particular of Similarity 28 - Front facade dim to door room 28/length wall
splitting stairs .
Docklands 4 .5 M .
Kunsthal 4 .5 M
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .50

Portfolio Q-Q Primary Plan element - Balcony/stairs position . Deck level (D) .
Nivo +1 (K) .
As in F-F above .
The edge of the balcony stairs is exactly the same position away from the rows of
columns/dotted line as above in Portfolio 0-0 .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .

5 .51

Particular of Similarity 29 - R/h small balcony to external wall/r/h stairs to
screen . (Portfolio Q-Q) .
Docklands 29 .6M
Kunsthal 29 .8M
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

Doc JKM6 . RLK6 .
1608/311
VO4A

5 .52

Portfolio 0-0 Secondary Plan Element - Column positions . Deck level (D) .
Nivo +1 (K) .
A dotted line and internal row of columns on the Kunsthal plan is exactly the
same dimension apart as the external wall and columns in the Docklands plan .
They are located on the same edge of the square (A-A) but the Kunsthal is located
away from the external wall .

Doc JKM6 .
V04 .

5 .53

Particular of Similarity 30 - Width rooms r/h wall/screen to line of columns .
(Portfolio 0-0) .
Docklands 3 .6M
Kunsthal 3 .6M
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

Doc JKM6, RLK5 .
1608/311

5 .54

Portfolio P-P Secondary Plan Element - Room widths . Deck level (D) . Nivo +1

Doc JKM6 .
V04.

(K) .

All as above .
The rooms are within the Kunsthal row of columns and located in much the same
place as rooms in the Docklands .
5 .55

Particular of Similarity 31 - Pool square / columns forming square .
(as 34 below)
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .
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5 .56

Particular of Similarity 32 - Ext wall cafe to r/h overhang/back wall of
Kunsthal .
Docklands 6 .0 M .
Kunsthal 6 .2 M
Koolhaas no relationship between the parts . I agree ; however this is a similarity
of dimension .

Doc JKM5, RLK5 .
1608/310

5 .57

Portfolio M-M Secondary Plan Element - Room 12/Kitchen . Ground level (D) .
Nivo +0 (K) .

Doc JKM5 .
V03 .

Both rooms are exact in their width and length, although located in a different
position in the building . This is a similarity of dimension .
5 .58

Particular of Similarity 33 - Bar, kitchen / media room . (Portfolio M-M) .
Docklands 10 .2 x 11 .6
Kunsthal 10 .4 x 11 .2
Koolhaas alleges not same level . In my view, that is not a relevant consideration ;
however this is a similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM5, RLK5 .
1608/310
V03A .

5 .59

Portfolio N-N Secondary Plan Element - 4 Columns/ pool position . Ground
level (D) . Nivo +1 (K) .
The 4 columns are in the same position as the pool in the Docklands forming the
same geometric shape . The position of the columns and pool are in a different
position within the overall building ; however this is a similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM5 .
V04 .

5 .60

Particular of Similarity 34 - Pool / Columns square . (Portfolio N-N) .
Docklands 16 x 16 m
Kunsthal inside corner of cols . 16 x 16M
Koolhaas alleges as built 5 columns . I agree the as built has different column ;
however this is a similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM5, RLK5 .
1608/310

5 .61

Portfolio R-R Primary Plan element -Ground level (D) . Nivo -1 (K) .
The basement in the Kunsthal is the same as the ground floor of the Docklands ;
however this is a similarity of dimension .

Doc JKM5 .
VO2A.

5 .62

Particular of Similarity 35 - Matches / Width length basement . (Portfolio RR) .
Docklands 81 .5
Kunsthal 81 .5 m
Koolhaas alleges related to basement and duct lengths ; however this is a
similarity of dimension .

Basement not published in
AMC .
JKM5
V02A

5 .63

Particular of Similarity 36 - Spacing row 3 columns .
This similarity is no longer relied upon .

Basement not published in
AMC .
JKM5

5 .64

Particular of Similarity 37 - Width overhang/basement projection .
(As 32 above)
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

Basement not published in
AMC .
JKM5

5 .65

Particular of Similarity 38 - Projection basement/retaining wall overhang
basement .
Docklands 20 .8 M .
Kunsthal 20 .2 M
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

Basement not published in
AMC .
JKM5
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5 .66

Particular of Similarity 39 - Front podium to overhang/length rooflights .
30m on both plans .
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

Basement not published in
AMC .
JKM5

5 .67

Particular of Similarity 39A - Width line rooms/Width roof lights
Docklands 2 .0 M .
Kunsthal 2 .OM
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features and separated by floors . I agree ; however this
is a similarity of dimension .

Basement not published in
AMC .

5 .68

Particular of Similarity 40 - Floor to ceiling height . (Portfolio T-T)
This similarity is no longer relied upon .

Basement not published in
AMC .

5 .69

Portfolio S-S Floor to ceiling plus structure is same on both schemes . Docklands
Ground level to first floor level
6 .2M
Kunsthal Ground level to first floor level
6 .5M
This is a similarity of dimension .

5 .70

Particular of Similarity 41 -Height top of steps to u/s slab . (Portfolio S-S )
Docklands 5 .8M
Kunsthal 5 .8M
Koolhaas alleges ramp dictates height . I agree to this point ; however this is a
similarity of dimension .

JKM8
V08A Section A-A .

5 .71

Particular of Similarity 42 - Jagged tooth seating
Koolhaas alleges common architectural feature . I would agree but the gradient
can vary from scheme to scheme, although it is not an original feature ; however
this is a similarity of dimension .

JKM8
V08A Section A-A .

5 .72

Particular of Similarity 43 - Height auditorium (Portfolio S-S)
Ht u/s to f/f on both drawings 4 .6 M at 1 :250 scale .
Koolhaas alleges no parallel slope in roof . I agree V-08A shows no parallel roof
to slope . I say floor-to-floor is structural height not depth of slab ; however this is
a similarity of dimension .

JKM8
V08A Section A-A .

5 .73

Particular of Similarity 44 - Exit '/2 way up ramp .
Koolhaas say ramps not similar . Kunsthal is continuous . Docklands ramp tapers .
I agree . I say pedestrians exit 1/2 way up in both cases .

Misc.

5 .74

Particular of Similarity 45 - Glazing lines similar.
Koolhaas alleges not original and standard way of showing it . I agree that it is to
a degree a drawing technique . However, it is clear from the Docklands drawings
that the two layers of glass are separated by a structure in the wall, and at a scale
of 1 :250 this is not a common technique .

JKM6
V-03 A

5 .75

Particular of Similarity 46 - Paving slab sizes .
Docklands 3 .9M
Kunsthal 6 .3M
Koolhaas alleges hatching not the same dimension . I say both are rather large
squares for paving but in any event is a similarity of dimension ; however this is a
similarity of dimension .

JKM5
V-03A

5 .76

Particular of Similarity 47 - Dog -leg to top 1/h corner site .
Koolhaas alleges landscape architect's design . I agree it does coincide and is an
original design feature of the Docklands .

JKM5
V-04A .
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5 .77

Particular of Similarity 48 - Picnic tables in same position .
Koolhaas alleges V-04 incorrect should be V-03A and they are not picnic tables .
This is a similarity in the use of a shape within the landscaping .

5 .78

Particular of Similarity 49 - Width of glazing I/h/s/pavilion/width of steps
lower part ramp to cafe . (Portfolio U-U)
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

5 .79

Particular of Similarity 50 - Retaining wall to jetty/height wall to rear cafe .
(U-U Portfolio)
Koolhaas alleges unrelated features . I agree ; however this is a similarity of
dimension .

5 .80

Particular of Similarity 51 - Length pavilion on jetty / length ramp beyond rear
external wall .
This similarity is no longer relied upon .

5 .81

Particular of Similarity 52 - Oval designs in each landscape feature .
Koolhaas alleges landscape architect's design . This is shown on ground floor
plan VO1A . This is a similarity in the use of a shape within the landscaping .

5 .82

NOTICE TO ADMIT FACTS DATED 21 FEBRUARY 2001 .
I confirm I have taken the actual measurements on the copy drawings, as quoted
in this document, I have been provided with as follows :
The Square :
1 . 18 .3 mm (vertical) by 18 .3 mm (horizontal)
2 . 18 .7 mm (vertical) by 18 .3 mm (horizontal)
3 . 18 .1 mm (vertical) by 19 .3 mm (horizontal)
4 . 18 .2 mm (vertical) by 18 .4 mm (horizontal)
5 . 18 .3 mm (vertical) by 18 .5 mm (horizontal)
The Rectangle :
6 . 18 .2 mm (vertical) by 7 .4 mm (horizontal)
7 . 18 .6 mm (vertical) by 7 .3 mm (horizontal)
8 . 18 .1 mm (vertical) by 7 .1 mm (horizontal)
9 . 18 .1 mm (vertical) by 7 .1 mm (horizontal)
10 . 18 .3 mm (vertical) by 7 .2 mm (horizontal)
The degree of the variations from those put forward by the defendants does not in
any way alter my conclusion based on the acceptable variations found in
printed/copied documents . These minor variations may be due to the level of
inaccuracy in the copying processes used for the production of these documents .
Conclusion

5 .83

The regularity of coincidences in the matching dimensions in the various
elements of the building indicates elements of copying having occurred in the
development of the design of the Kunsthal . Some of the particulars of similarity
are unrelated in terms of architectural elements or features between the two
schemes . However, where these dimensions or plan shapes do coincide there is a
regularity of coincidences that makes it most unlikely that they are accidental . In
my opinion, the numerous similarities of the minor dimensions identified above
are unlikely to be coincidental, and are therefore indicative of graphical copying .

5 .84

Another factor, which supports the allegation of copying, is the difference in
scale between the 2 sets of drawings, namely the 1 :250 in the Docklands and the
1 :200 in the Kunsthal . Both projects were designed on an open site unrestricted
by other surrounding buildings . The choice of shape, volume, and size was
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therefore entirely open . However what has occurred, with striking regularity, is
the matching of the dimensional elements of the 2 buildings and related features .
5 .85

The visual method to indicate the degree of copying that has occurred can be
demonstrated in the form of an annotated drawing or drawings, which form part
of this report, and will be produced and served shortly hereafter . This will show
in simpler format the details shown in the Portfolio, and will be in support of it .

5 .86

It is also, in my view, significant that the architectural uses of the Kunsthal are
contained within the square, rectangle and triangle of the building, and I consider
that these elements were copied from the Docklands . The secondary elements
followed on from this principal architectural statement by development of the
building as a whole . Koolhaas has, therefore, inserted into his 60M sq . building a
rectangle equal to the Docklands containing the primary architectural uses . The
functional parts of the building (exhibition, auditorium, main entry, main
circulation etc) retreat from the 60 M s q . to the rectangle as in the Fourth design .
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6 .0

DESIGN ISSUES

6 .1

I set out below my comments on the matters raised above .

6 .2

I deal first with the similarities of the site and geographical conditions . The slope
of the ground and two dominant axes on both sites are an important design factor
and one that has influenced both designers of their respective buildings . This
does not, however, provide a dominant feature on either of the designs except for
the use of a "route" through the building . The axes in both cases would not
generate a dominant position within the building for the "route" and it is, in my
view, a most unlikely coincidence that it occurs in exactly the same position . It
is, therefore, more likely to be a matter of copying, that the ramp, route, triangle
are in the same position within the building form . I have discussed previously in
this report the fact that the three geometric shapes of the square/triangle/rectangle
are in the same relative position within the building in both schemes .

6 .3

This feature or combination of elements has led to the creation a unique or
original design due to their inter-relationship and the physical form of the
resulting design .

6 .4

There is clear evidence from Pearce notes/drawings/sketches as to how he arrived
at his answer to the elements of the axes, circulation, uses and building form .
There are no similar clear statements from the Koolhaas drawings as they all
appear to originate from a square/rectangular form and the elements of design are
inserted or created within the overall shape . There is no concept development
shown in Koolhaas' sketches or drawings, and no original thought process is
apparent .

6 .5

There is likewise the same evidence from the Pearce documents as to the
"Billboard" feature . This does not occur in any of the Koolhaas development
drawings until the finished article published in 1989, and even then it is not
shown on the plans .

6 .6

I am therefore of the opinion that there has been a reproduction of the original
concept of the rectangle/ triangle/ square/ offset ramp/ billboard .

6 .7

There is logic in the assertion by Pearce that copying from 1 :250 at 1 :200 scale is
a copy of the graphics or the shape, which shows there to be a copying of the
concept and idea . This would lead to the copying of certain detail elements of the
scheme not by "as built" dimension but by plan or elevation treatment .

6 .8

The facts show that the initial scheme by Koolhaas did not satisfy his client at the
early stage of his appointment and a return to the fundamental principles was
necessitated. The drawings and sketches produced by Koolhaas indicate a certain
`wrestling with the problem', which was getting the required uses for the building
to `fit' . The December 1988 scheme appears to me to create the
rectangle/triangle/square/ramp principle with the creation of an offset access and
internal column lines . The Koolhaas design sketches indicates to me a reworking of these spaces to suit the use, which would otherwise normally be the
other way round in design (although not exclusively so) . Thereafter the Fourth
design was created by identifying the problem and making the uses `fit' .
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6 .9

By way of example, in the Kunsthal design, the ramp is a design feature and does
not fulfil any functional requirement . It has a gradient of 1 :7 (drwg no . V-08A) . I
refer to an extract from the Dutch Building Decree of 16 December 1991,
provided to me by the claimant's solicitors (Appendix 4 to this report) . This
shows that the maximum angle of a ramp used for public access is 1 :20 .

6 .10

As to the Particulars of Similarity these, in my opinion, show a regularity of
coincidences that, when combined, produce significant levels of copying of
graphical elements on the plans .

6 .11

The design as built developed from December 1988 through to January 1989 in
the overall primary elements of the building . The detail followed on until after
1990 with the working drawings . I am of the opinion that the `billboard tower',
which originated in 1989, is a direct copy of the Docklands scheme, albeit the
size of the building element is different . This opinion is based on the premise
that there is no evidence to show its design development in the Kunsthal project
and or requirement that arose from the client's requirements . The tower was not
developed with the remainder of the building, and it was not until 1989 that it
arrived in the design in much the same position as that in the Docklands design .

6 .12

I enclose (Appendix 5 of this report) illustrations of the external view of the
Docklands and Kunsthal that show the similarities in the overall design of the
buildings in respect of the plan form, the pedestal form and the billboard form .

6 .13

In conclusion, I am of the opinion that there is evidence of copying of the
Docklands design in that used for the design of the Kunsthal . The fundamental
elements of the Docklands design are explained, whereas there is no explanation
in the Kunsthal documents . There is little evidence to show how the final
solution was arrived at for the Kunsthal and there is evidence to show the uses
were made to fit the building form .

6 .14

Moral rights .
Having considered the claimant's Docklands drawings and those of the
defendants, I am of the opinion that the high quality of the design produced in the
Docklands is not reflected in the copied scheme of the Kunsthal . I take this view
because many of the original elements of the Docklands plans are generated by
original thought that develops into a cohesive design, whereas the Kunsthal
elements are piecemeal and fragmented . I therefore consider that the Kunsthal
design is inferior to that produced for the Docklands, and that the piecemeal or
fragmented way in which the design has been copied could be damaging to the
claimant's reputation and standing as an Architect .

MICHAEL D J WILKEY
Chartered Architect
GARETH PEARCE

Appendix 4

Appendix 5
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7 .0

CONCLUSION

7 .1

I understand my overriding duty is to the Court and is to help the Court and I
confirm I have complied with that duty .

7 .2

On the basis of the above considerations, I now set out my conclusions and
opinion on the matters pleaded :

7 .3

1 am of the opinion that certain elements of the Kunsthal design reproduce those
original designs of the Docklands .

7 .4

I am of the opinion that the principal elements of the Kunsthal design are copied
from the Docklands design . These are the distinctive composition of the spatial
architectural elements of the slab and podium, the circulation through the
building and the elements of the square, triangle and rectangle .

7 .5

1 am of the opinion that the Docklands drawings are original documents, sustain
an original design concept for a building, and contain original features and
elements .

7 .6

1 am of the opinion that the Particulars of Similarity show numerous specific
instances of copying of drawings .

7 .7

I conclude that in my opinion the Kunsthal design (plans, sections and elevations)
and, subject to the reservations set out in paragraph 2 .16 of this report, the
Kunsthal as built, copy the Docklands plans .

7 .8

I believe that the facts I have stated in this report are true and that the opinions I
have expressed are correct .

Date
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APPENDIX 1- C. V. of Mr M D J WILKEY.

QUALIFICATIONS
My professional studies were undertaken at the School of Architecture, The Regent
Street Polytechnic, which was later to become known as the Polytechnic of Central
London and is now named the University of Westminster . I sat the Final
Examination in 1974 and became a Registered Architect in 1975 . I achieved
Fellowship of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators in 1987 through the examination
procedure .
I am a Registered Architect and corporate member of the Royal Institute of British
Architects, a Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators and a Member of the
Academy of Experts .

ADDRESS
Royce Butterfield & Wilkey
Barbican City-ate
1-3 Dufferin Street
LONDON EC I Y 8NA
Tel
020-7374 0788
Fax
020-7638 1966
Modem 020-7374 0077
DX
46630 - BARBICAN
E-Mail michael_wilkey@virgin .net

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
Polytechnic of Central London
Diploma in Architecture 1974
Registered Architect 1975
Corporate Member RIBA
Fellow of Chartered Institute of Arbitrators 1987
Member of The Academy of Experts 1988
RIBA Panel of Adjudicators .

PRACTICE
Principal of Royce Butterfield & Wilkey, Chartered Architects and Construction
Advisors, London . Founding Partner of the Marsh & Wilkey Partnership,
Chartered Architects and Building Surveyors, London and currently Consultant to
The Carl Fisher Partnership, Chartered Architects .

APPOINTMENTS
RIBA Deputy Advisor on Conciliation
Member of Council RIBA London Region
Chairman of RIBA London Region Conciliation Service
RIBA London Region Council Member
Past member of the RIBA Professional Conduct Committee
Liveryman of Worshipful Company of Chartered Architects
Liveryman and junior Warden of Worshipful Company of Arbitrators
Past Chairman of CSA Region of RIBA .
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ARCHITECTURAL EXPERIENCE
I have practised as a Chartered Architect since 1974 and my initial experience was
gained in a number of well-established architectural practices in Central London . I
commenced in Practice on my own account in 1977 and formed the Marsh &
Wilkey Partnership in that year .
The Practice of Marsh & Wilkey Partnership, Chartered Architects and Building
Surveyors undertook numerous commissions in the two professional disciplines .
The architectural commissions included commercial, industrial, health care,
residential and recreational buildings, and the building surveying work is of a
general practice nature very much in support of the technical matters in building
construction .
The Practice dealt with both new building projects and
refurbishment projects, including work on Listed Buildings . The projects dealt
with by the Practice ranged from £20,000 to £50M in contract value . Since 1994 1
have merged my architectural practice with the Carl Fisher Partnership and we
now jointly undertake architectural commissions under that name . Projects
undertaken include restaurants, industrial developments, shopping centres, office
buildings and health care buildings .

INDEPENDENT EXPERT EXPERIENCE .
I have undertaken commissions acting as an Expert since 1985 dealing with
building defects investigations, materials and testing, party wall disputes, property
lease disputes, schedules of dilapidation's and Scott schedules, building contract
disputes and negligence claims .
I have received appointments from the
Technology and Construction Court, solicitors, contractors, sub-contractors and
architects to act as an independent expert and I list below a selection of my
appointments .

ARBITRATION EXPERIENCE .
I have been appointed on a number of occasions as sole arbitrator on Inter-Trader
disputes for the RMIF London, under building contract disputes and in the matter
of disputes arising between appointed party wall surveyors .

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION EXPERIENCE .
I have been appointed on a number of occasions as Mediator and Adjudicator on
construction related disputes concerning building contract disputes, valuations,
professional negligence and sub-contract claims .
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APPENDIX 2 - DOCUMENTS

A2 .0

The following is the schedule of documents and drawings provided :

A2.1

Pleadings :
Re-amended Statement of Claim dated 9 November 2000 .
Re-amended Defence of 2"d & 3rd Defendants dated 22 December 2000 .
Re-amended Particulars of Similarity dated 9 November 2000 .
Notice to Admit Facts dated 19 February 2001 .

A2 .2

Affidavits and witness statements :
1st affidavit of Remment Lucas Koolhaas dated 10 February 1997 and exhibits
RLK1 -20
2nd affidavit of Gareth Pearce dated 3 April 1998 and exhibits GP4-7
2nd affidavit of Ian Starr dated 2 November 1998 .
4th affidavit of Gareth Pearce dated 17 November 1998 and exhibits GP8-12
Approved draft 5th witness statement of Gareth Pearce

A2 .3

Claimant's documents :
I have been provided with two lever arch files of documents containing the
following :
1 . Annex A-Doc 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36 & 37 .
2 . Appeal Judgment dated 21 January 1999 .
3 . Draft Appeal Judgment .
4 . High Court Consent Order dated 18 December 2000 .

A2 .4

Defendants' documents :
I have been provided with bundles of documents containing the following :
I . OMA - 1436
Documents numbered
17-54
2 . OMA - 1437
143 . OMA -1608
306-332
4 . OMA - 1606
293-305
5 . OMA - 1547
275-292
6 . OMA - 1549
209-274
7 . OMA - 1693
178-208
8 . OMA - 1692
155-176
9 . OMA- 1605
148-154
10 . OMA - 1744
55-147
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A2 .5

A2 .6

Claimant's Drawings :
I have been provided with the drawings as listed below :
•
2 x large size axonometric view of site and building .
•
2 X large site plan
•
Main deck level plan I : 250
•
Roof plan 1 :250
•
Section A-A & B-B .
•
Bundle design development sketches and drawings .

•

Axonometric drawing of Kunsthal .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Plan OMA - V-01 A I :500,25 .2 .89
Nivo -1 OMA - V-02A I :200, 25 .2 .89
Nivo 0+- OMA - V-03A I :200, 25 .2 .89
Nivo +l OMA - V-04A I :200, 25 .2 .89
Nivo +2 OMA - V-05A 1 :200, 25 .2 .89
Nivo +3 OMA - V-06A I :200, 25 .2 .89
Nivo +4 OMA - V-07A I :200, 25 .2 .89
Doorsnede AA, BB OMA - V-08A 1 :200, 25 .2 .89
Doorsnede CC, DD OMA - V-09A 1 :200, 25 .2 .89
Doorsnede EE, FF OMA - V- I OA 1 :200, 25 .2 .89
Aanzichten Zuid & Oostzijde OMA - V-11A I :200, 25 .2 .89
Aanzichten Noord & Westzijde OMA - V-12A I :200, 25 .2 .89
Metenplan OMA - V-13A 1 :200, 25 .2 .89

Defendants' Drawings :
I have been provided with the drawings as listed below :
1 . Bundle C 333-336
2 . Bundle C 337-349
3 . Bundle C350-355
4 . Bundle C375
5 . Bundle C376-383
6 . Bundle C384-391
7 . Bundle C392-393
8 . Bundle C394-409
9 . Bundle C410-414
10. Bundle C415-416
11 . Bundle C417-420
12 . Bundle C421-428
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A2 .7

Claimant's Portfolio of drawings with overlays ref :FC398/5797/3 :
A-A
B-B
C-C
D-D
E-E
F-F
G-G
H-H
I-I
J-J
K-K
L-L
M-M
N-N
0-0
P-P
Q-Q
R-R
S-S
T-T
U-U
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APPENDIX 3 - MAY 1995 ARTICLE .
A3 .0

Copy of an article from "Kunsthal Rotterdam/a+t ediciones" dated May 1995
with text by Ineke Schwartz and Koolhaas/OMA .
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